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How to start being a lawyer

Photo Courtesy: [AntonioGuillem/iStock] It’s estimated that between 40% and 50% of marriages in the U.S. end in divorce. Although those going through a divorce are not alone in the experience, a divorce can still be time-consuming and emotionally and financially straining. A good lawyer is crucial in removing some of the strain and ensuring a good
outcome. We have some tips to help you find the best divorce lawyer for your situation. Photo Courtesy: [Chris Ryan/iStock] Generally, divorce lawyers are responsible for protecting their clients’ rights in divorce proceedings. These specialized lawyers don’t merely represent angry couples who are battling it out in court; they can provide legal
counsel, draft legal documents, and help clients navigate the legally complex procedures of even a “simple” divorce. Typical responsibilities of divorce attorneys include: Providing legal advice for your situation and helping you set priorities Each divorce is different. A good divorce lawyer will listen to your situation, review relevant documents, and
counsel you on the best way to move forward to achieve your goals and prepare for your future. Your lawyer can help you understand the law in your area and help you complete relevant legal paperwork appropriately. Assisting in the Division of Marital Property One of the biggest challenges of union dissolution is dividing marital assets–bank
accounts, real estate, even furniture. Your legal advisor can help work out property issues. They can also help you set priorities for which assets will most benefit you after the divorce and which you should compromise on. Addressing Child Custody and Issues If children are involved in the divorce, their well-being and living arrangements may be a
significant concern. The best divorce lawyers can help you address tricky aspects of custody arrangements, such as where the children will attend school, where they will live, how much will be paid in child support, and more. If the parents are having trouble reaching an agreement, divorce lawyers can also recommend child advocates or coparenting counselors to act in the best interests of the children and help settle disputes. Contesting for Alimony Occasionally, one party in the divorce will ask for alimony, a legal duty that directs one party to financially support the other during and/or after the divorce. This is common when one parent has been the primary child care provider.
Determining an appropriate amount to ask for or pay in alimony is an important duty of a good divorce lawyer. How Much Do Divorce Lawyers Cost? Photo Courtesy: [designer491/iStock] The average hourly rate charged by U.S. divorce lawyers is $270, with the average total cost of divorce coming in at $11,300. The price of a divorce varies, though,
depending on how long it takes and how involved the case is. For example, in a case where there are no contested issues (issues that a couple can’t agree on and that need to be settled by a judge), the average person paid $4100. In cases with even one contested issue settled before the court, the cost rose to $10,400. Most divorce law firms require a
retainer fee, an amount you pay before the divorce process starts, which is then put in a trust and used to pay your lawyer’s hourly rate. The average retainer fee stands at $3500 but can range between $2000 to $5000. It’s important to note that choosing to divorce without the help of lawyers still incurs costs in legal fees. However, these costs are
lower than if you had a lawyer. The average spent in a divorce without a lawyer is $295, which covers the divorce fee and completion of forms. Do You Need a Lawyer to Get a Divorce? Photo Courtesy: [PeopleImages/iStock] Due to the costs, some people consider proceeding with their divorce without an attorney. Most states do not require an
attorney, so this may be possible. However, divorce is complex, and you may not get as fair of a settlement if you opt for self-representation, especially if your spouse has a lawyer. There are some cases where you may be able to move forward successfully without the help of a lawyer, such as if you have experience interpreting statutes of the law or if
you and your former spouse were able to negotiate the settlement without legal help. However, there are some situations where a lawyer is vital: If there is a history of abuseIf there is a major contestationIf there is a large imbalance of powerIf your spouse has hired an attorney Even in the simplest uncontested divorce, it is always wise to at least
consult a lawyer and have them read over your divorce agreement before you sign. Photo Courtesy: [undefined undefined/iStock] Not all lawyers handle divorce the same way. Some may strive to solve everything before a court hearing through mediation. Others may be skilled at litigation and excel in hotly contested divorces. You will want a lawyer
who will create a good rapport with you and be able to support you in your unique situation. If you want the best divorce lawyer for your situation, here are some tips. Identify Your Budget Identify how much you can spend on your lawyer. Hiring legal counsel you can’t afford won’t benefit you in the long run. If cost is an issue, there are ways to still
receive the legal support you need: Contact your local legal aid office.Check with local law firms if they have pro bono availability. (Most law firms are also required to perform a certain number of pro bono (free) hours of legal service each year.)Contact your local courthouse and see what resources are available. Check Top Organizations Top law
firms often have a variety of lawyers available to meet the needs of a diverse clientele. Others specialize in specific areas, like divorce. Calling and checking with law offices in your area can help you select attorneys who will best fit your situation. Then, ask your trusted friends and family who have undergone the divorce process to suggest some
good lawyers (or ones to avoid). It may also be good to read online reviews, which can help you spot positive and negative patterns and identify the best divorce lawyers in your area. Identify Prospective Attorneys and Do Interviews Once you have done your research and have some names, interview your prospective lawyers either in-person or via
phone call. Some lawyers even offer a “free consultation.” In the interview, ask important questions, such as what they charge, how they prefer to move through a divorce settlement, and what their experience is in areas that are likely to come up in your divorce. As you perform the interview, pay attention to whether you feel heard and respected and
whether the lawyer explains things in a way you can easily understand. Finding a lawyer who works well with you can make all the difference in your divorce outcome. MORE FROM ASKMONEY.COM To become a lawyer in the UK, you need to complete a university degree and several years of training. It is an academically challenging profession and
highly competitive. You should also consider if this career will suit your character. Should I become a lawyer? Law is a respected profession. It is highly academic and can be financially rewarding. If you are considering a career in law, think about whether you would enjoy working with clients, researching documents, planning legal strategies and
public speaking. So, what can you expect? High earning potential with good career progression Busy lifestyle with demanding hours Business environment – so you would be wearing a suit every day Client work and litigation – good writing and communication skills are essential. Steps to becoming a lawyer There are four steps to becoming a lawyer.
It is also a good idea to get work experience throughout your studies to help you decide if it is the career for you. To get in to law school you will need at least three A Levels with high grades. Courses are competitive so three A or A* grades will help you gain a place to one of the top universities. A Law Foundation is an alternative route to studying
law. There are no specific A Levels needed for law, however A Level subjects such as history, geography and mathematics will help develop key skills such as analysis, research and writing. Bear in mind that some universities may not accept subjects such as PE, art and photography. A Level law is not required but can be useful to give you an idea of
the subject. You need to study an undergraduate degree, which takes three years (or four years in Scotland). You can choose a LLB or BA/BSc: This is a Qualifying Law Degree and is the first stage of training if you want to become a lawyer in the UK. It teaches the seven ‘Foundations of Legal Knowledge’ and develops the knowledge, analytical and
practical skills you need for your career. You can study BA Law or an undergraduate degree in another subject but you will need to complete a one-year Graduate Diploma in Law (GDL) conversion course before you can apply for the Legal Practice Course. What is the difference between an LLB and a BA/BSc in Law? The LLB focuses exclusively on
law, whereas a BA in Law includes modules in law and other subjects like history or business. Both offer the same opportunities, but studying a BA means you will also need to take a one-year conversion course so it takes more time to qualify. The Legal Practice Course (LPC) is a one-year postgraduate course to prepare you for a professional career
in law as a solicitor. You will need to study at an accredited centre. Studying the LPC is equivalent to going to law school. The Bar Professional Training Course (BPTC) is a one-year postgraduate course to prepare you for a professional law career as a barrister. You will need to complete it at an accredited provider, broadly known as a bar school. Law
school entrance requirements vary depending on the institution you are applying for. As competition for places is high, achieving a classification of at least 2:1 honours in your undergraduate degree or GDL will support your application. You will also need a good level of English language and academic references. Note: Changes from 2021 Please be
aware that in September 2021 the way that solicitors qualify in England and Wales is set to change for new entrants with the introduction of the Solicitors Qualifying Examination (SQE). In effect, this new exam will replace the GDL and LPC, although there’ll be a long period of transition for those already studying via these routes. The final step is to
gain practical experience with a law training contract. This means you will spend two years at a law firm before you are a qualified solicitor. When you apply for training contracts, think about the type of firm you want to work at and the area of law you want to specialise in. During this time, you will also need to complete the Professional Skills
Course, a series of specialist training modules paid for by your law firm. It takes six years to become a lawyer if you choose the LLB degree route. It takes seven years if you choose the BA/BSc undergraduate degree route as you will need to complete the GDL conversion course. You need to complete the following training to qualify as a solicitor:
Three-year undergraduate degree (+ 1 year GDL conversion course if required) One-year Legal Practice Course (LPC) Two-year Professional Skills Course Two-year law training contract in a law firm. You need to study for five years to qualify as a barrister: Three-year undergraduate degree One-year Bar Professional Training Course (BPTC) Oneyear pupillage in Chambers. After you have successfully completed training, you can register as a practising solicitor with the Solicitors Reregulation Authority. This means you appear on the roll of solicitors and become a member of the Law Society. As a solicitor you could work in: A private firm Corporate Local government Government Legal
Service (GLS) Crown Prosecution Service (CPS). To become a barrister, you need to complete the one year Bar Professional Training Course (BPTC). You then need to gain practical experience. This is called pupillage and is very competitive with 3,000 people applying for only 400 vacancies each year.
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